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Abstract: French missionary Dallet (1874) in his book introduced „The thousand character essay‟ (It is called in Korea 

as Tcheonzamun), Chinese civilization is well known, but Park et al., (2021a; 2021b) studied that Tcheonzamun was 

translated through Korean pronunciation, These works suggest that there might be a civilization in Asia before the 

Chinese civilization, The range of this Tcheonzamun (in English „The thousand character essay‟) poem is from 001
st
 to 

016th, The people created Tcheonzamun, the great Chinese literature, It is assumed that the people used Korean 

language, The title is „My Darling, my husband! Do you want to live (宿) with me your wife together (一) at home (Ґ) 

happily? Please concentrate your power, and develop (列) your affection for me your wife three times (三) more than 

now what you are (弓)!‟ 

Keywords: These works suggest that there might be a civilization in Asia before the Chinese civilization, The range of 

this Tcheonzamun (in English „The thousand character essay‟) poem is from 001
st
 to 016th, The title is „My Darling, my 

husband! Do you want to live (宿) with me your wife together (一) at home (Ґ) happily? Please concentrate your power, 

and develop (列) your affection for me your wife three times (三) more than now what you are (弓)!‟ 

 

INTRODUCTION 
French missionary Dallet (1874) in his book introduced „The thousand character essay‟ (It is called in Korea as 

Tcheonzamun). Park et al., (2021a) and Park et al., (2021b) translated several Tcheonzamun poems. 
 

Chinese civilization is well known. But Park et al., (2021a; 2021b) studied that Tcheonzamun was translated 

through Korean pronunciation. These works suggest that there might be a civilization in Asia before the Chinese 

civilization. And the people created Tcheonzamun, the great Chinese literature. It is assumed that the people used Korean 

language. 
 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
The range of this Tcheonzamun (in English „The thousand character essay‟) poem is from 001

st
 to 016th. The 

translation method is through the meaning of Chinese character essay. In addition to this method, same or similar part of 

Chinese characters was deleted. The Tcheonzamun book written by Han (1583) was utilized for this translation. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The title is „My Darling, my husband! Do you want to live (宿) with me your wife together (一) at home (Ґ) 

happily? Please concentrate your power, and develop (列) your affection for me your wife three times (三) more than 

now what you are (弓)!‟ The translation was done through the meaning of Chinese character of the poem (Tcheonzamun 

001
st
-016th). In addition, the same or the similar part of Chinese character on the same line was deleted, and the remained 

part(s) was(were) utilized for this second translation. The next is the result of this work. 

 

Number in Tcheonzamun Chinese characters (the pronunciation on Korean language and written in English 

alphabet) 

 

001-004 天(Tcheon or Tyeon)-一=大 地(Zi or Di)-一-┴=也 玄(Hyeon)-┴=幺 黃(Hwang) 

My husband, I am your wife (也). In order for me, your wife, to become an important person (大). You, my 

husband (黃), must be reduced into the small (幺) or the little person. 

You have said to me well this sentence. No, it is not right! 

 

005-008 宇(U)-ゥ=于 宙(Zu or Du) -ゥ=由 洪(Hong) 荒(Hwang) 

My husband! In order for the reason (由) to be just (于), the devastated state (荒) must be changed into the 

sufficient state (洪). My husband, it is not important for you to be lower place, but it is important for my husband to be 

more successful person. And I hope that you can provide me your full love with your good affection.  

 

009-012 日(Il) 月(Weol)-日=几 盈(Yeong) (日+仄)(Tcheug) -日= 仄 

My husband! In order for the dark part (几) to be full brightness (日), the vacant sack (仄) must be changed into 

the full of good thing (盈). I wish that you, my husband, make me, your wife, happy! 

 

013-016 辰(Zin)-衣=Ґ 一 宿(Sug) 列(Yeol or Lyeol) 張(Zang or Dyang)-衣=弓 三 

My Darling, my husband! Do you want to live (宿) with me your wife together (一) at home (Ґ) happily? Please 

concentrate your power, and develop (列) your affection for me your wife three times (三) more than now what you are (

弓)! 
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